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Real-Time Continuous Optimization.
Improve Performance. Reduce Compute Costs.

Overview

Granulate employs real-time continuous performance optimization to allow organizations to handle 
compute workloads with 60% fewer servers while improving performance by 40%, with no code 
changes required.
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Simple Installation Better Performance Reduced Costs
Install the Granulate GAgent 
with simple command line.  

The rest is completely 
automated — zero manual 

configuration.

Optimize the infrastructure 
for the application - Reduce 
response time and improve 

throughput on every machine

Deliver better performance
with smaller cluster size, less
compute resources and lower

3rd party costs

Granulate Architecture Building Blocks

The GAgent is installed on each optimized 
server. The GAgent is responsible for 
identifying contended resources, 
bottlenecks and prioritization 
opportunities and optimizing the host 
performance.

The GServer is responsible for monitoring 
and managing the GAgents in the different 
services. The GServer collects metrics and 
information data collected by the GAgents 
and manages operational status of the 
agents.

The GDash is Granulate management 
console, a web-based user interface for 
efficiently monitoring and managing the 
Granulate optimized services. Using the 
GDash you can view the deployment 
status and performance improvements 
at any time.  

The GController is responsible for 
maintenance, version updates, licensing 
and billing issues. 
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Granulate SaaS - Start Optimizing Within Minutes

Granulate SaaS - Designed To Be Always Available

Just install Granulate GAgent on your physical or virtual hosts and and start enjoying the value of 
real-time continuous optimization.

Running on Amazon Web Services we use the most robust enterprise-proven cloud technologies to 
provide an optimization solution as resilient and available as the systems it optimizes. Granulate runs 
several AWS regions,operating in more than one availability zone in each region. AWS Auto Scaling and 
Elastic Load Balancing capabilities ensure that new Amazon EC2 instances spin up automatically to 
meet spikes in demand and/or traffic.

Works out-of-the-box

No Infrastructure Investments

Be up and running in less than 5 minutes

Granulate GController takes care of operations and updates automatically

Metrics are stored securely in Granulate cloud

We ensure that Granulate scales to your needs.
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Granulate SaaS - Secure By Design

 Granulate On-Premise - Self-Contained Deployment
In Your Infrastructure

Granulate has been designed on industry best practices such as encrypted transmissions, 
cross-site scripting prevention, firewalls, regular security updates, security scans, and 
vulnerability assessments to ensure the security of your data. Auditing, access restrictions, 
and secure decommissioning of data storage complement the design.

Because Granulate is hosted in the AWS cloud, it benefits from Amazon’s secure, world-class 
data centers, which are certified for ISO 27001, PCI-DSS Level 1, and SOC 1 / SSAE 16.

Ideal for organizations with security or privacy policies requiring data to be maintained on-premises. 
You can enjoy the conveniences of a SaaS solution while storing your data on your own infrastructure.

Real-time failover redundancy built into all system components.

Automated management layer detects faulty components and replaces them immediately.

Maintain full compliance with your company’s policy

Optional automated operations and updates by connecting to the GController

Store data on your local infrastructure.
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Granulate On-Premise Cluster

Granulate On-Premise Installer

Your Granulate On-Premise cluster is responsible for monitoring and optimizing of one or more 
services. It includes at least one node with Granulate GServer installed and On GDash management 
console. Each Granulate On-Premise components Include:

The Granulate On-Premise installer provides all the conveniences offered by the Granulate cloud on 
your own infrastructure. The Granulate On-Premise installer is comprised of the following components:

Depending on your preferences, Granulate On-Premise cluster can communicate with Granulate 
GController for maintenance and licensing issues.

Granulate GServer 

Services Optimized By Granulate (therefore one or more instances of Granulate’s GAgent)

Granulate GDash Management Console
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